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Abstract

Traditional, standards-based approaches to certification
are hugely expensive, of questionable credibility when de-
velopment is outsourced, and a barrier to innovation. This
paper is a call and a manifesto for new approaches to cer-
tification. We start by advocating a goal-based approach
in which unconditional claims delivered by formal methods
are combined with other evidence in multi-legged cases sup-
ported by Bayesian analysis. We then describe the necessity,
and the challenge, of extending this to compositional cer-
tification and outline promising directions for accomplish-
ing this. Finally, we consider the provocative possibility of
adaptive systems in which methods of analysis traditionally
used to support certification at design time are instead used
for synthesis and monitoring at runtime, and certification is
performed “just-in-time.”

1. Introduction

Certification is intended to provide stakeholders and so-
ciety at large with assurance that deploying a given sys-
tem does not pose an unacceptable risk of adverse conse-
quences. Certification is a judgment based on a body of
material that, explicitly or implicitly, consists of three ele-
ments:claims, evidence, andargument. The claims identify
the adverse consequences to be considered and the degree
of risk considered tolerable; evidence comprises the results
of analyses, reviews, and tests; and the argument makes the
case, based on the evidence, that the claims are satisfied.

The traditional approach to software certification may be
called “standards based” and largely requires (or strongly
recommends) the applicant to follow prescribed processes
(e.g., DO-178B [44] for airborne software, the Common
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Criteria for computer security [8], or IEC-61508 [28] for
programmable devices) and to develop specified evidence
(e.g., MC/DC tests [23] for DO-178B Level A). In the
standards-based approach, the claims and the argument are
largely implicit.

In some fields and countries, notably safety-critical sys-
tems in Europe, a new approach to certification is emerg-
ing that is called “goal based.” In this approach, the appli-
cant develops an “assurance case” in which the claims, ev-
idence, and argument are presented explicitly and are eval-
uated by the certifying authority or some delegated third
party. The exact form of the assurance case is a matter for
negotiation by the parties involved, but must generally con-
form to a given framework (e.g., [59]).

Standards-based certification can be very effective for
classes of systems where there is extensive experience to
support the efficacy of the prescribed methods, and where
there is relatively little innovation, so that one system in the
class is very much like another. It is less applicable to novel
circumstances and can become a barrier to innovation—not
only impeding new kinds of applications, systems, or de-
sign and implementation techniques, but also new methods
of assurance.

Section 2 advocates a goal-based approach to software
certification that builds on recent work on multi-legged as-
surance cases [5,33], and on advances in the power of auto-
mated formal methods of analysis. Together, I believe these
advances put assurance arguments on a firmer foundation
and constitute the beginnings of a “science of certification.”

Certification is applied to complete systems, with
scrutiny penetrating down into subsystems. However, mod-
ern business practices, such as use of COTS, outsourcing,
and continuous evolution, lessen the extent to which the sys-
tem developer and the certifier have full visibility into sub-
systems, so that a transition to compositional certification
of systems based on separately certified components has be-
come urgently desirable. Section 3 examines issues in com-
positional certification and proposes possible approaches.
However, even in this formulation, certification remains a
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design-time activity based on the assumption that the sys-
tem is fixed and that all circumstances it will encounter can
be anticipated and countered in advance. Section 4 exam-
ines adaptive systems that configure, assemble, or even syn-
thesize their behavior at runtime and considers the provoca-
tive possibility that certification, too, could partly be per-
formed “just-in-time.” Section 5 concludes and offers sug-
gestions for further research.

2. A Science of Certification

The conceptual basis for all methods of certification is
similar in principle to formal verification: for certification
we need to anticipate all possible circumstances that can
arise in the interaction of the system with its environment
and to show that none of them poses unacceptable risks of
adverse consequences; in formal verification we consider
all reachable states of the system in interaction with its en-
vironment and show that none of them violates desired in-
variants (i.e., properties specified over the state variables of
the system and its environment). The spaces of “all possi-
ble circumstances” or “all reachable states” are vast, if not
infinite, and so we employ abstraction or approximation to
group similar circumstances or states together so that only
a feasibly finite number of cases need be considered. Meth-
ods of analysis used in safety-critical systems, such as haz-
ard analysis, fault tree analysis (FTA), failure modes and ef-
fects analysis (FMEA), and guideword (HAZOP) studies,
together with similar methods used in security and other
kinds of critical systems, can all be seen as abstracted or
approximate means for exploring possible circumstances or
reachable states. For example, rather than seek the exact cir-
cumstances that can produce unacceptable outcomes, we
can instead search for the broader class of circumstances
that “could lead to or contribute to an unplanned or unde-
sirable event”—i.e., hazards [14, Appendix 1]—and this is
likely to be an easier search, just as formal verification gen-
erally becomes easier as invariants are strengthened. FTA,
FMEA, and HAZOP can be seen as approximate methods
of reachability analysis in which only certain paths are ex-
plored.

Safety analysis methods are mostly applied by hand to
the design and environment of the system as specified in
documents describing its requirements, specifications, and
assumptions. These descriptions are mostly informal, but as
industry practice moves toward model-based development,
so they become increasingly formal and it is feasible that
the methods of analysis and abstraction employed in certi-
fication can be formalized also, and assisted by automated
tools; several authors report significant progress in this di-
rection [6,29,39]. The related activities of requirements de-
velopment and analysis can similarly become mechanically
assisted once model-based descriptions are available [38].

The design documents subjected to methods such as haz-
ard analysis are generally quite high level, so we need to
be sure that the lower levels of design and implementation
do not introduce new risks. In traditional certification prac-
tice, this is done by requiring conservative design practices
(e.g., no dynamic scheduling) and extensive processes of re-
view and evaluation to show that the detailed design and
implementation exactly matches its specification. It is chal-
lenging to demonstrate exact compliance between an imple-
mentation and its specification, so it is common to require
several forms of assurance: for example, conservative de-
sign practices, plus reviews, plus testing. Rational choices
about how many and which different techniques to employ,
and how much of each, are difficult because it is not obvi-
ous how the contributions of the different techniques “add
up” to reduce uncertainty in the certification judgment. To
consider this in more detail, we need first to review uncer-
tainty in certification.

2.1. Uncertainties in Certification

Certification is concerned with risk, which is understood
as a combination of the severity of an adverse outcome and
its likelihood, and most certification regimes require an in-
verse relationship between these two measures. In com-
mercial aircraft, for example, catastrophic failure conditions
(“those which would prevent continued safe flight and land-
ing”) must be “extremely improbable,” which means that
they must be “so unlikely that they are not anticipated to
occur during the entire operational life of all airplanes of
one type” [13]. Likelihood of an adverse outcome is natu-
rally expressed and analyzed in terms of probabilities (un-
derstood as frequencies of occurrence in the long run), so it
is standard to set claims such as10−9 per flight hour for the
probability of catastrophic failure in an airborne system,1

or 10−4 for the probability of failure on demand for the pri-
mary protection system of a nuclear reactor.

There are actually two kinds of uncertainty in certifica-
tion: one is the likelihood of adverse outcomes (e.g., the
probability of failure on demand), the other concerns the ef-
ficacy of the assurance process intended to guarantee the
required likelihood. Discussion and analysis of this second
concern requires some mathematical framework for reason-
ing about uncertainty in human judgments. There are sev-
eral such frameworks (e.g., possibility theory and fuzzy
logic, and Dempster-Shafer theory) but probability theory
is the best developed and most widely accepted and we can

1 An explanation for this figure can be derived [34, page 37] by con-
sidering a fleet of 100 aircraft, each flying 3,000 hours per year over
a lifetime of 33 years (thereby accumulating about107 flight-hours).
If hazard analysis reveals ten potentially catastrophic failure condi-
tions in each of ten systems, then the “budget” for each is about10−9

if such a condition is not expected to occur in the lifetime of the fleet.
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use it to speak, for example, of having 95% confidence2 that
a system achieves10−4 probability of failure on demand.
However, whereas uncertainty about adverse outcomes can
be understood in terms of frequency of occurrence, uncer-
tainty about the efficacy of assurance processes is best un-
derstood in terms of the subjective interpretation of prob-
ability. Analyzing how use of several different assurance
methods can reduce uncertainty then involves combination
of subjective probabilities.

2.2. Multi-Legged Arguments in Certification

Standards-based approaches to certification generally
distinguish different levels of criticality (e.g., Levels A to
E in DO-178B, Evaluation Assurance Levels (EALs) in
the Common Criteria, and Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) in
IEC-61508) and require different kinds and amounts of ev-
idence for the different levels. Different levels of critical-
ity might identify, say,10−9, 10−7, and10−5 as tolerable
probabilities of adverse outcomes, but do not generally state
goals for confidence in the assurance process itself. When
dealing with physical systems, where historical failure data
are available for materials and components, and very accu-
rate modeling and realistic testing methods are available for
complete systems, it is possible to calculate the probabil-
ity of system failure and separately to estimate confidence
in this calculation. With software intensive systems, how-
ever, it is not feasible to predict or measure failure rates ac-
curately beyond about10−3 (for which direct measurement
is feasible) and confidence in the assurance process is sel-
dom identified as a separate concern. Instead, the two kinds
of uncertainty are conflated and more evidence is required
for higher levels of criticality without explicit arguments re-
lating each item of evidence to the kind of uncertainty that it
addresses—the implicit argument seems simply to be “more
is better,” where “more” can refer to more evidence of a par-
ticular type, or to more different types of evidence.

Under DO-178B, for example, Level A software (the
most critical) requires more testing evidence (namely,
MC/DC coverage) than does Level B. However, when static
analysis was applied to a variety of Level A and Level B
avionics software, significant numbers of anomalies were
found (a disturbing finding in itself) and there was no dis-
cernible difference in anomaly rates between the two lev-
els [19]. On the one hand, this result is disappointing—it
suggests that thorough testing is not as effective as might
be hoped3—but on the other, it provides grounds for opti-

2 Note that this is a statement about confidence in the assurance process;
it does not concern sampling theory and is not a confidence interval.

3 Some certification experts have told me that the real benefit of MC/DC
is not increased testing but improved requirements: tests are driven
from requirements but coverage is measured on code, so MC/DC cov-
erage is possible only if the requirements are extremely detailed. In
fact, DO-178B acknowledges that test preparation can be as effective

mism: it suggests there might be some benefit in providing
multiple forms of evidence (here, testing plus static analy-
sis).

Most standards-based methods of certification do require
multiple forms of evidence. Sometimes these address dif-
ferent facets of the argument, but often they are intended
to reinforce each other and to strengthen a particular part
of the case—for example, we may offer both testing and
code reviews to support the claim that a specification is cor-
rectly implemented. The justification for offering or requir-
ing multiple kinds of evidence is typically based on an in-
formal (and often implicit) appeal to diversity. Diversity is
the idea, or hope, that different methods (of design, imple-
mentation, or analysis) will fail independently and hence
their combination should give a multiplicative increase in
reliability or confidence. Independence of failures in mul-
tiple implementations (as assumed inn-version program-
ming) is viewed skeptically today [30], and its employment
in assurance cases should raise similar concerns. A more
principled consideration of multiple forms of evidence uses
Bayesian Belief Nets (BBNs), which explicitly represent
dependence among different items of evidence, to evaluate
what are called “multi-legged” assurance cases [5]. Bayes
theorem is the principal tool for analyzing subjective prob-
abilities: it allows a prior assessment of probability to be
updated by new evidence to yield a rational posterior proba-
bility; BBNs allow this computation to be extended to com-
plex models ( [16] is an enjoyable introduction). As with
all tools, BBNs must be used with skill and care, and can
yield surprising results: for example, under some combina-
tions of prior belief, increasing the number of failure-free
tests may decrease our confidence in the test oracle rather
than increase our confidence in system reliability [33].

The demand for “more” evidence is one of the reasons
why certification is so expensive. Insights from BBNs might
allow more rational choices among different methods of
analysis and more economy in their application, while also
delivering reduced uncertainty in a goal-based certification.
This topic is briefly examined in the following section.

2.3. Formal Methods and Multi-Legged Cases

Some forms of evidence confer unconditional claims: for
example, suitable static analysis delivers evidence for un-
conditional absence of run-time exceptions or floating point
over/underflow. The static analysis may be flawed, so its
evidence is contingent, but the claim that it supports is un-
conditional (i.e., it is of the form “x% confidence that this

as test execution. It is possible that some avionics suppliers use the
same development process, including highly detailed requirements,
for both Level A and B code, and the only difference is the additional
testing performed for Level A. If this is the case, it may not be surpris-
ing that static analysis finds similar anomaly rates.
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property holds unconditionally,” rather than “y% confidence
that this property holds with probability z%”). Littlewood
and Wright [33] (see also [32]) show that BBN analysis
is simplified, and anomalies disappear (e.g., more failure-
free tests always increase confidence in system reliability)
when one leg of a two-legged assurance argument is uncon-
ditional (they refer to such a leg as providing evidence for a
claim of “perfection”).

Modern highly automated formal methods, which in-
clude static analysis, can provide evidence for many un-
conditional properties (possibly contingent on assumptions
about other properties). Multi-legged arguments based on
this kind of evidence “add up” easily: they deliver the con-
junction of their individual properties as an unconditional
claim.4 This conjoined claim may then be combined with
other forms of evidence, such as testing and reviews, us-
ing BBNs. Furthermore, it seems plausible that when sev-
eral unconditional claims have been discharged by formal
methods, then testing can be more constructive and more
precisely targeted [18] (e.g., testing can be used to provide
assurance for the assumptions used in the formal verifica-
tion). When testing is targeted, rather than driven by cov-
erage analysis, automated methods of test generation (e.g.,
[22]) become very effective, thereby reducing its cost. In the
limit, test generation and formal analysis can be tightly in-
tegrated to achieve more than either alone [21].

Standards such as DO-178B envisage that hazard analy-
sis and other methods of safety assurance are applied to a se-
lected level of the system specification, and that the goal of
assurance for the software development process is to estab-
lish that the delivered software exactly matches (i.e., is cor-
rect with respect to) those specifications. Thus Conmy [9]
and Amey and Hilton [2] argue that DO-178B is a software
correctness standard, not a system safety standard (“there is
no relation of the software to the system hazards, the devel-
oper can only state the whole box has been tested to level
A”) and Ankrum and Kromholz [3] find no clear link be-
tween many of the evidence artifacts required by DO-178B
and system requirements.

Currently, hazard analysis and other safety assurance
techniques are applied to relatively high level and informal
specifications because they are performed by hand. Mod-
ern formal methods could allow certain strong claims to be
analyzed directly on low-level specifications (e.g., hazard
analysis could be performed directly on the implementa-
tion model); this could reduce the work required to provide
evidence that the implementation is correct with respect to
the analyzed specification. Furthermore, the goal of a multi-
legged argument could be adjusted to show that the imple-

4 Actually, it is not quite that simple, because the claim delivered by
static analysis is generally a weak one, possibly unconnected to the
real system requirements; I discuss this in more detail in a compan-
ion paper [53].

mentation is safe (i.e., adds no new hazards) rather than cor-
rect, with respect to its specification. This should be both
simpler and more useful than standards-based approaches,
which (implicitly) focus on correctness.

Overall, a goal-based approach that makes extensive
use of unconditional claims delivered by automated formal
methods, and that combines these with other evidence to
form multi-legged assurance cases supported by Bayesian
analysis, could provide a more affordable, more effective,
and more scientifically principled approach to certification
than present standards-based methods.

3. Compositional Certification

The FAA certifies only airplanes, engines, and pro-
pellers; there is no provision for certifying a software com-
ponent such as an operating system separately from the cer-
tification of a specific airplane in which it is used. Recent
advisory circulars on reusable software components [15]
and guidelines on integrated modular avionics (IMA) [45]
make some provision for taking the assurance case for a
software component from one airplane certification into an-
other, but they fall a long way short of endorsing a compo-
sitional approach to certification in which components can
be separately certified and systems using these do not need
to reexamine their content.5

The reason why the FAA and other certification author-
ities consider only whole systems is that safety, for exam-
ple, is a system property, so the system must be considered
in its entirety. This point is, of course, true, but does not ex-
plain why system certification could not be largely a com-
positional argument based on separately certified compo-
nents. The true reasons are surely that safety is not com-
positional under current approaches to system design and
development, and current approaches to compositional rea-
soning do not extend to issues considered in certification.

Now, computer scientists do have methods for composi-
tional reasoning about correctness (e.g., assume-guarantee
methods [11]), so why don’t these extend to certification? I
know of two reasons. The first is that compositional verifi-
cation of correctness assumes the integrity of the analyzed
components. That is, in verifying a protocol, say, composed
of a sender and receiver, verification of the sender will be
performed on the basis of assumptions about the receiver.
These assumptions will include failure modes, such as the
possibility that the receiver may drop or duplicate messages,
or even that it will respond unpredictably. But the assump-
tions will not include the possibility that a failure in the

5 EUROCAE, which jointly developed the guidelines for IMA issued in
the USA as [45], is proposing to issue them in Europe with a “techni-
cal foreword” by Airbus that essentially repudiates their content; the
foreword is hard to interpret, but seems to desire a more compositional
approach.
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receiver will change the program executed by the sender,
modify data in its private memory, or prevent it from run-
ning at all. Yet if the both sender and receiver share a pro-
cessor with inadequate isolation between processes, then it
is quite possible for a malfunctioning receiver to write into
the program or data memory of the sender, or to monopo-
lize the CPU. Thus, certification can make use of composi-
tional verification only if mechanisms are present that guar-
antee the integrity of the verified components and their in-
terfaces.

The property that must be guaranteed by these mecha-
nisms is referred to as “robust partitioning” in avionics, and
“separation” in security [46, 47]. The mechanisms them-
selves include operating system kernels, and distributed
communication systems; their construction and certification
is a specialized activity that can be performed independently
of the application systems that they support; see for example
the protection profile for separation kernels [26] and consid-
eration of safety-critical bus architectures [48,50].

The role of partitioning in supporting compositional cer-
tification of secure systems is being examined as part of a
“protection profile”6 being developed for component inte-
gration in the MILS architecture for secure systems [54].7

Briefly, partitioning mechanisms must providecomposabil-
ity for application software and must themselves beaddi-
tively compositional.

Composability means that properties of subsystems are
preserved under composition. Thus, the properties of an ap-
plication subsystem are unchanged when it is composed
with (i.e., runs in the environment provided by) a partition-
ing mechanism; that is, the partitioning environment does
not “get in the way.” More subtly, if several subsystems are
composed with a partitioning mechanism, then composabil-
ity ensures that no subsystem can interfere with the proper-
ties of another. Hence, composability means that properties
of subsystems are bothpreservedandguaranteedby parti-
tioning.

Partitioning creates an environment in which application
subsystems cannot interfere with one another, but they can
cooperate—for example, an air data subsystem can provide
airspeed and other sensor data to an autopilot. Partition-
ing guarantees the integrity of these subsystems, so it might
seem that we can now reason about their composition using
computer science methods for compositional verification—
and this raises the second reason why compositional verifi-
cation does not extend to certification, which is the possi-
bility of interaction through the controlled plant.

6 Protection Profiles are an element in the Common Criteria for certifi-
cation of secure systems [8]; they specialize the general criteria for a
specific class of systems.

7 MILS is being employed in several DoD applications and a COTS
marketplace is developing for MILS components.

Compositional verification considers the control and data
exchanged between computational entities. But when we
contemplate the interaction between, say, a jet engine and
its thrust reverser, we realize that the engine must not de-
liver more than idle thrust when the reverser doors are un-
latched (otherwise they could be blown off). The need for a
signal between the controller of the reverser and that of the
engine that requests idle thrust cannot be discerned by con-
sidering only the computational interactions between them.
Hence, requirements development and certification of the
thrust reverser must be performed relative to a model of its
plant and physical environment, in addition to assumptions
about its computational environment. Preliminary consider-
ation of these topics is reported in [49]. Plant models are
likely to be hybrid systems (i.e., state machines plus dif-
ferential equations over real-valued variables), so to sup-
port certification, compositional verification needs to be
extended from state machines to hybrid systems. Modern
methods for formal analysis of hybrid systems, in partic-
ular hybrid abstraction [56], hybrid assume-guarantee rea-
soning [17], and methods for computing invariants of hy-
brid systems [1], suggest that this is feasible, but additional
work is needed to fully develop and adapt these methods for
certification.

Another area where classical formal methods for compo-
sitional verification need to be adapted for critical systems
and their certification concerns systematic avoidance of a
cascading “race to the bottom” in the case of component
failures. For example, partitioning ensures that a faulty air
data subsystem cannot destroy the operation of the autopi-
lot, but the autopilot does use data from the air data subsys-
tem so it cannot be unaffected by its failure. Presumably the
autopilot can detect or mask failure of one air data subsys-
tem and has other sources for the sensor data it requires, and
so it can still function, but possibly in a degraded manner.
This means that compositional reasoning about the air data
and autopilot combination is complicated by the need to
deal with degraded behaviors; since each component might
havem different kinds of degraded behaviors, their compo-
sition may need to considerm2 combinations (and an ex-
ponentialmn in the case ofn components). When systems
mutually interact, degraded behavior by one may force an-
other to drop down to a degraded mode of its own, which
may trigger further degradation in the first, and so on. The
exponential number of fault cases, and the domino behav-
ior of cascading faults, can both be controlled by impos-
ing a hierarchy of degraded behavior levels. The assume-
guarantee model of compositional verification is then elab-
orated so that assumptions and guarantees distinguish nor-
mal and degraded cases, and the degraded cases are hierar-
chically ordered. Normal guarantees are at level 0, and de-
graded guarantees are assigned to levels greater than zero.
Internal faults are also allocated to levels in a similar man-
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ner. The elaborated assume-guarantee reasoning must show
that if a component has internal faults at severity leveli, and
if every component with which it interacts delivers guaran-
tees on leveli or better (i.e., numerically lower), then the
component delivers a guarantee of leveli or better.

Future systems will exist in many configurations (e.g.,
product families), will be reconfigurable, and will undergo
major evolution during their lifetimes (e.g., NASA’s Project
Constellation which will be developed first to fly in Earth
orbit, then to the Moon, and finally to Mars). The cur-
rent certification process that considers only entire, fixed,
and finished systems is not viable for these cases. It is of
questionable credibility even for traditional systems such
as commercial airplanes, where massive outsourcing, use
of commercial off the shelf components and other mod-
ern business practices, make it unlikely that even the sys-
tem integrator, let alone the external certifier, has compre-
hensive visibility into all the components of the complete
system; see for example the recent incident reports [4, 58].
Hence, a compositional certification framework that builds
system-level assurance cases from component-level sub-
cases is urgently required, and I hope the approach outlined
here points in a promising direction. I suspect that impedi-
ments to system safety such as tight coupling and high in-
teractive complexity [40] will be manifested through exces-
sively complex mutual assumptions and guarantees.

4. Runtime Synthesis and Just-In-Time
Certification

The main drivers for revisiting the way certification is
performed are changes in the time at which a system’s con-
figuration and behavior are finally determined. Tradition-
ally, critical systems were developed and assembled as be-
spoke artifacts and certified as a definitive unit. Composi-
tional certification is a refinement to this approach, which
recognizes that systems are now assembled from compo-
nents that will be used in many different systems; hence, it is
attractive to pre-certify the components so that system cer-
tification then becomes focused on their integration and the
specific configuration and unique attributes of the final sys-
tem. But the final configuration of many systems is now de-
termined later than the time of design and certification: sys-
tem instances may configure themselves at installation or
load time, and may even reconfigure themselves at runtime.

The software that performs configuration or reconfigura-
tion could be considered “just another program” and cer-
tified like all the other software components that consti-
tute the system, but this may overlook a potential difficulty,
and an opportunity. The difficulty is that configuration or
reconfiguration usually concerns aspects of the basic sys-
tem architecture: for example, it may define the number of
partitions to be created by an operating system kernel, to-

gether with their memory and timing attributes, software
to be loaded, and the interpartition communication chan-
nels. (The configuration data for current airplane IMA sys-
tems can be 50,000 lines of XML.) If this is done incor-
rectly, then many functions and critical properties may be
adversely affected and we will have a common-mode fail-
ure. Furthermore, there can be many configurations, but any
individual system may configure itself only once (at instal-
lation time); hence testing can be very difficult.

If the system had only a single configuration, then cer-
tification would consider that configuration specifically—
directly checking its attributes against requirements or a
model. And this is the opportunity: if we could mechanize
this check and transfer it to load time or runtime, then it
would retain many of the characteristics of certification; in
particular, it would be performed against requirements or a
model, and it need consider only the single configuration
that is about to be installed. We would have achieved “just
in time certification.”

I believe this scenario can be generalized and applied in
many different contexts. The general idea is that certain el-
ements of a conventional certification case can be trans-
ferred to runtime. Obviously, these elements must be au-
tomated calculations rather than human judgments, and I
will focus on those that apply formal analysis (e.g., auto-
mated verification) to representations of a software com-
ponent and its local safety or other critical requirements. I
will refer to these representations as “models.” As an exam-
ple, we might have a software function whose own purpose
is not critical but that uses a critical resource; the safety re-
quirement could be that its interactions with the resource
must follow a certain protocol (so that the resource is not
put in an inconsistent state). A design-time certification ap-
proach might formally verify that the component follows
the protocol, while a just-in-time approach could generate a
runtime monitor that blocks any interactions that violate the
protocol. The runtime monitor would be synthesized from
the model that specifies the protocol using very similar—
and equally trustworthy—techniques as those used in for-
mal verification.

Synthesis of monitors and checkers is widely researched
and practiced under the nameruntime verification(see
www.runtime-verification.org ) and should be rel-
atively uncontroversial. However, the usual interpretation
has the monitor synthesized at design time and applied at
runtime. We can instead imagine adaptive systems where
component compositions are created dynamically. In tradi-
tional design-time composition, each component has built-
in knowledge about the components with which it interacts
(e.g., the algorithm of the sender in a communication proto-
col is designed—and certainly verified—using knowledge
about the expected behavior of the receiver). For runtime
composition, this knowledge must be acquired dynamically
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and so I propose that components make explicit models of
their behavior and of their requirements for safe operation
available to other components. This idea—that components
publish a model of their capabilities and that these can be
used to check or synthesize component interactions—is al-
ready found in restricted forms in the interface automata
of de Alfaro and Henzinger [10] and the assumption gen-
eration technique of Giannakopoulou, Pasareanu, and Bar-
ringer [20]. Interface models could be furnished with run-
time monitors, or we could synthesize the monitors (and
possibly other functions, such as protocol adapters) at run-
time, or whenever the configuration becomes known.

Beyond runtime synthesis of monitors lies synthesis of
the component interactions themselves. Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) is an approach to system composition
that already does this: components are assembled (using de-
ductive methods) to achieve specified goals based on their
published service descriptions [57]. Current realizations of
the approach use weak models (little more than descrip-
tions of data formats and ontologies) but could evolve us-
ing richer forms of logic and deduction into a certifiable
form of self-assembly.

SOA assembles existing components described by static
models. Additional opportunities become available when
components can adapt their behavior; in these cases, the
model published by a component must be dynamic: for ex-
ample, a component that is operating in a degraded mode
will publish a different model than one that is functioning
normally. Use of a dynamic model of another component’s
behavior is seen in recent concepts for aircraft conflict de-
tection and alerting [7]. Current systems, which rely on on-
board radar to detect the close approach of another aircraft,
are liable to false alarms because the intent of the other air-
craft is unknown. Future systems will be able to access the
flight plan filed by the other aircraft, or even its current flight
management and autopilot parameters, and will use these
models to inform their own response.

This example naturally raises concern that an enemy air-
craft might file a false flight plan, or broadcast misleading
autopilot data. Suitable security and authentication mecha-
nisms should be able to detect and discount the models of
masqueraders, but we do need to be concerned that faulty
components might publish incorrect models. One approach
would be to trust the models only of those components that
are certified to have sufficient internal mechanisms (i.e., re-
dundancy and fault tolerance) to publish accurate (even if
increasingly weak) models as they degrade, and finally to
fail cleanly. Another approach would be to vote the mod-
els of multiple redundant components. This can be nicely
illustrated in the case of intelligent sensors.

The model published by an intelligent sensor can be an
interval (i.e., a pair of real numbers) such that the sampled
parameter is guaranteed to lie within that interval if the sen-

sor is nonfaulty. The sensor can adjust the width of its in-
terval according to the dynamics of the sampled process
and estimates of its own health (e.g., a narrow interval for
a good sample, a wider one for a sample taken under diffi-
cult circumstances, and an infinite one to indicate controlled
failure). The problem is that a faulty sensor may deliver a
false interval (i.e, one on which the actual value of the sam-
pled parameter does not lie in the interval). To overcome
this, intervals from multiple sensors can be combined (us-
ing Marzullo’s fault-tolerant interval construction [37], or
the improvement due to Schmid and Schossmaier [55] that
maintains the Lipschitz condition) in ways that guarantee a
correct consensus interval from2f + 1 sensors of which as
many asf may be faulty. I suspect that a more robust certi-
fication case can be built around this model-based approach
than around the complex variations on mid-value-select in
current use.

Beyond adaptation lies full behavioral synthesis. In this
scenario, the environment of a component is represented by
the sum of the models published by the components with
which it interacts; each component then strives to discharge
its claims, while avoiding behaviors that lead to unaccept-
able outcomes. This is the idea ofcontroller synthesis, in-
troduced by Ramage and Wonham [43]. Here, component
models will include attributes of their controlled plant and
will typically be hybrid systems. We also need a model of
the external environment; this could be built-in (via the in-
terpretation of sensor data) or it could be synthesized or
learned by a component specialized to that task (cf. the
“health monitoring” components of many current systems)
and published along with component models.

Formally, the general synthesis problem is that of con-
structing a transition system satisfying a given temporal
logic property [12, 36]. For an open system, the transition
system is given asM(~x, ~y) with inputs~x satisfying a given
propertyQ. The solution to a synthesis problem has to be
formulated in terms of a game where the synthesized sys-
tem has a strategy for satisfying the temporal property no
matter what inputs are given by the environment. Controller
synthesis [43] is a specialization in which parts of the sys-
tem, the plantT (~r, ~y), control inputs~r, and plant state~y, are
fixed, and the task is to construct a controllerR(~y, ~r) such
that R‖T |= P . The controllerR must be constructed so
that for any transition ofT , the controller generates a con-
trol input~r that maintains the temporal propertyP . The set
of states with a winning strategy for the controller are those
states satisfyingP in which for any transition ofT , there is
a transition ofR that leaves the system in a winning state.

Simple instances of the synthesis problem can be re-
duced to satisfiability—for example, when the system is
deterministic with respect to the inputs and the task is to
find a sequence of inputs that places the system in some
specific state. Such instances include test case generation,
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scheduling, and planning. In more complicated cases, the
controller must really be a strategy that reacts to the en-
vironment rather than a simple sequence or a schedule. In
this situation, the controller synthesis problem can be solved
using techniques based on model checking [42]. The basic
paradigm can be extended to real-time [41] and hybrid sys-
tems [24,35].

Calculation of a winning strategy requires a search over
a large space. Hence, the computational cost of solving a
synthesis problem is formidable, but is made feasible by
advances in mechanized deduction (notably, SMT solvers
[52], and planning, model checking, and verification tech-
niques based on these), and the power of modern proces-
sors. Time-constrained (“anytime”) alternatives to full syn-
thesis include selection from a number of preplanned strate-
gies, or limited search that seeks improvement on a safe de-
fault strategy. In robot planning, rather than synthesize a
true controller that can cope with arbitrary moves by the en-
vironment (a “contingent plan”), it has been found effective
to build a simple schedule that assumes cooperative behav-
ior by the environment, to monitor its execution, and then
replan if the environment departs from expectations [27].

Notice that tools, or techniques, formerly used for ver-
ification, such as model checkers, are here being used for
synthesis and monitoring. Certification can build on this:
we trust these techniques in the analysis of safety at de-
sign time, so why not trust them to synthesize and/or mon-
itor safety at runtime? In fact, runtime methods could be
more credible than their design-time ancestors—for at de-
sign time we must anticipate all possible future states of the
system, whereas in controller synthesis we need only con-
sider those states reachable from the current state, and pos-
sibly only so far into the future (a “receding horizon”).

Synthesis is driven by the models made available by
interacting components, and these—or their methods of
construction—need to be analyzed at design time. We will
need to demonstrate that each component publishes models
that are consistent with its actual behavior, given assump-
tions about the models of the components with which it in-
teracts, that the delivered and assumed models are consis-
tent across interacting components, and that the compos-
ite behavior of the interacting models satisfies the required
safety (or other certification) claims. These analyses all con-
cern models; the actual implementation is synthesized at
runtime and its certification is a consequence of sound syn-
thesis operating on sound models. We could imagine the
synthesis generating a certificate, rather as some theorem
proving techniques can generate an independently check-
able “proof object.” Such a certificate would truly be “just-
in-time certification.”

5. Conclusions and Suggestions For
Future Research

New methods are urgently needed for effective—and
cost-effective—certification of modern systems whose in-
novations in function, design, or construction present chal-
lenges to traditional methods. I have outlined a “scientific”
approach to certification that integrates several ideas devel-
oped by others, and suggested how it can be extended to
compositional certification of component-based systems. I
have also advocated consideration of systems whose behav-
ior is partially synthesized at runtime and argued that sound
monitoring or synthesis from verified models can support
“just-in-time” certification.

A large benefit of the just-in-time approach is that it
meshes well with modern ideas of system extent: the idea
that the system boundary does not end with the hardware,
but extends into the human and societal fabric in which it
is located. Many failures are now attributed to the whole
system rather than its components [31] and to poorly engi-
neered human interactions (at both individual and societal
level), and a failure to anticipate how introduction of a new
system changes the organizational context in which it is lo-
cated [40]. A whole topic of “resilience” has emerged to fo-
cus on these topics [25].

Future work should explore these connections and op-
portunities (including the possibility of including explicit
representations of human “mental models” [51] as part of
the modeled environment). Industrial application of “scien-
tific certification” requires powerful formal analysis tools
integrated into engineering environments such as Matlab
and AADL, while compositional certification requires some
worked examples and powerful automation for composi-
tional verification over hybrid systems. Runtime synthesis
and just-in-time certification require more scalable meth-
ods for controller synthesis. Almost all applications of au-
tomated formal methods will benefit from more effective
techniques for invariant generation.
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